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GEORGIA ON MY MIND

Words by
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Music by
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Slowly

G Gmaj7 G6 Cm/G Gdim7 G Aml1 D13

With pedal

Slow Swing

G B7/F♯ B7 Em G9/D

C7 C♯dim7 G/D E7♯5 A9 C/D D7♯9

(The whole day through)

F9/♯5 E9 A9 D7♯9
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G   B7/F#   B7
Geor-gia,  Geor-gia,

Em   G7/D   C9   C#dim7
a song of you (A song of

G7/D   A9   C/D
sweet and clear as moon-light through the pines._

G   C13#11   G6   B7
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Em C/E
Em6 C/E
Em C/E

Other arms reach out to me; other eyes smile __

Em7 A7+/5 Em C/E

____ tenderly; still ____ in peaceful

Em7 Em7/D F7/C# F7 Bm7 B♭13♯11 A13♯11 D9

dreams, I see _____ the road ____ leads back to you. ____ I say, Geor-

G B7/F# B7

____, Georgia, whoa, Georgia,
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Em   G13/D   C7    C±dim7

(no peace I find;  (No peace I
just an

G/D   E7±5    A9    D13

old sweet song keeps Georgia on my
find.)

G6   C13±11    Gmaj9    B7

(Georgia on my mind, ah.)

Em   Am   Em   C9   Em   Am

Other arms reach out to me;
other eyes
Em A9\#5 Em Am

smile tenderly, still in peaceful

Em Em/D F\#/C\# F\#7\#5 Bm Bb13

dreams, I see the road leads back to you.

A13\#11 D9 G

Whoa, whoa, Georgia,

B7/F\# B7 Em G13/D

Georgia, no peace, no peace I
find; just an old sweet song

keeps Georgia on my mind.

(Georgia on my mind.)

old sweet song keeps Georgia on my mind.

mind.